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Innovation Challenge 2022
Innovation is not just about the next new idea – it is a process of identifying
and defining challenges and opportunities to uncovering new ways of doing
things. When treated as a process, innovation can be learned, managed and
developed to support organizations in staying relevant in the competitive
market and sustain economic growth.
The KFAS Innovation Challenge 2022 is a unique learning experience, designed in partnership with
London Business School, to build and inspire the innovation capabilities needed to support organizations
and leaders solve existing business challenges and capitalizing on opportunities to create value, growth
and profit - not only for today and tomorrow, but for the day after tomorrow. Participants will learn
how to ignite, develop, manage and lead innovation in their teams, departments and organizations –
transforming ideas into impact.

Programme Objectives
The objective of KFAS Innovation Challenge is to develop the capabilities of the participants to become champions of
innovation to drive strategic and commercial impact within their companies.
The KFAS Innovation Challenge 2022 Programme will immerse participants in a world class learning environment with
London Business School professors, industry experts, experiential learning activities and company site visits in London.
By attending this programme, participants will develop their ability to identify issues, challenges and opportunities using
Design Thinking, Business Model Canvas and Experimentation to transform ideas into impactful innovation.
By using real-world Innovation Challenge Projects, with the support of industry experts serving as Innovation Challenge
Project Coaches, participants will develop the capabilities needed to become champions of innovation. Transforming the
Kuwait economy to a knowledge-based economy requires creating the right structure to implement innovation and build
capable, motivated teams to lead and manage innovation in a corporate environment - supporting a dynamic and thriving
private sector in Kuwait to realize the Kuwait 2025 strategic ambition of economic growth.
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Programme Benefits
The KFAS Innovation Challenge 2022 Programme will take a highly practical
approach to innovation learning and implementation. Throughout the
programme participants will work in teams on Innovation Challenge
Projects, based on input and sharing from their company sponsors, as a
platform to applying their new learnings and capabilities.
The culmination of these
Projects will result in
Innovation Initiatives that
can bring real impact to
participating companies.
Participating companies will
benefit from the new knowledge,
learnings, insights, perspectives and
skills participants acquire – both
through the participant’s individual
development as champions of
Innovation and the integration
and cascading of Innovation
mindset and tools back into the
participating companies.

Participating companies will:
● Learn best practices for
identifying challenges,
opportunities and potential risks,
and turning ideas explored into
viable business opportunities
with the right structures and
people for implementation
● Accelerate sustainable
organisational performance
● Demonstrate a commitment
to innovation and employees
by supporting high-potential
leaders to develop and
integrate innovation into the
organisational culture.

Who Should Attend:
Kuwaiti nationals with at least 5 years experience working at middle
management level in the Kuwait private sector. Please ensure that nominees are
interested in driving innovation and committed to attending all three modules
and undertaking the intermodular work necessary. The Innovation Challenge
is open to all private Kuwaiti shareholding companies. Teams of three to five
employees are invited to apply for the programme.

Selection criteria includes:
●

Kuwaiti national

● Must hold University level degree

Participants will:

● Minimum of five years of professional experience

● Develop a deep and practical
understanding of how to lead
and manage innovation –
translating ideas into action

● Must be in a management role

● Identify and build motivated and
capable teams to lead innovation
in a corporate environment
● Learn to integrate innovation
mindset and processes into their
company’s existing strategies
and successfully execute
innovation initiatives – becoming
internal innovation champions.

● Highly proficient in English
● Must have a defined business challenges to work on throughout
the programme.

Ideal Team:
●

The ideal team is comprised of employees from different departments and
not the same department in the same company.

● The ideal team is aware of the business challenges their organization is facing.
● The ideal team should come with a pre-defined challenge to work on
throughout the programme.

***As participants will be working in teams on Innovation Challenge Projects based on input and sharing of real life challenges, issues and potential opportunities
from their company sponsors, participating companies should assign strongly invested senior sponsors to ensure participating companies and participants are
maximizing the impact of this training opportunity and experience. Previous Innovation Challenge programmes have welcomed teams spanning multiple sectors
including, but not limited to banking, petrochemical, equity and Investment, food and drink supply, real estate, IT solutions, retail, telecommunications
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Programme Learning Journey
The KFAS Innovation Challenge is a unique learning experience designed
to build innovative capacity and inspire possibilities that will continue to
nurture innovative leaders as they develop key capabilities for delivering the
strategic vision of Kuwait 2035.

Innovation
Challenge Projects

Module One – Innovation Readiness
September 4-8 | Kuwait

Throughout the programme
groups will work on real-life
Innovation Challenge Projects,
building on opportunities, issues
and challenges their organisation
sponsor provides. Groups will
incorporate insights gained
throughout the programme
and receive support from
Project Coaches and the LBS
team in service of making these
commercially viable and ready for
implementation.

Working from the outside in, Module one is designed to kick- start the
Innovation Challenge programme by providing the cognitive aspects of
innovation to enable participants to begin their Innovation Challenges with
the tools and frameworks needed for successfully leading innovation that
builds towards New Kuwait 2035 by embedding a culture of innovation within
their respective organisations.

Outcomes of the Innovation
Projects will be presented to
organisation sponsors, not
only as a capstone to the
learning experience, but as an
opportunity to garner support for
implementing change.

Module Two – Leading Innovation
October 3-7 | London
Building on the cognitive aspects of innovation established during module
one, this module deepens the learning by exploring the elements required
for innovation from the individual and team perspective. This immersive
and deeply experiential module will focus on collaboration, team dynamics
and how individuals can build powerful relationships and leverage influence
to leading change within their organisations and teams. We will spark
participant’s curiosity and motivation with three visits to start ups and
successfully innovative companies, various immersive experiential activities
and group coaching sessions.

Module Three – Commercial Viability
November 13-15 | Kuwait
This module will focus on implementation, bringing together the fundamental
cognitive and behavioural learning, insights and experiences previously
cultivated throughout the programme. Anchored in Design Thinking,
Experimentation and the Business Model Canvas approach, participants are
now equipped to fully explore their innovation challenges and ultimately
consider the commercial viability. Participants will use their Projects as a
platform to examine and solidify their ability to turn ideas explored into viable
business opportunities and find the right structure to implement them.
Innovation Project Coaching. In addition to receiving Coaching from
Industry Experts during each module, Project groups will have four intermodular virtual check-ins to support the development of their Innovation
Challenge Projects.

Intermodular Coaching
Participants will have four inter-modular virtual check-ins to support the
development of their Innovation Challenge Projects. The Project Coach and
team will agree to appropriate milestones & progress, which will be recorded
and assessed via the Digital Learning Portfolio.

London Business School’s Executive Education programmes are
fifth globally in the Financial Times’ combined 2022 Executive
Education ranking.
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KFAS Innovation Challenge Learning Journey
Engage & Connect:
Mid-August, date to be confirmed
Programme Launch & Innovation
Challenge Set Up with Sponsors
Module 1 – Innovation Readiness | 4-8 September
DAY 1
Future
Ready

DAY 2
Innovation
Mind Set

DAY 3
Innovation and
Disruption

DAY 4
Design
Thinking

DAY 5
Experimentation

Group Coaching

INTERMODULAR WORK
( 3–4 WEEKS)
Virtual Group Coaching

Module 2 – Leading Innovation | 3-7 October
DAY 5
Business Model
Canvas (1)

Group Coaching

DAY 4
Communication

Site Visit

DAY 3
Relationships
& Influence

Site Visit

DAY 2
Collaboration

Experiential Activity

DAY 1
Leading
Change

Site Visit

INTERMODULAR WORK
( 4–6 WEEKS)
Virtual Group Coaching

Module 3 – Commercial Viability | 13-15 November
DAY 1
Entrepreneurial
Thinking

DAY 2
Business
Model Canvas (2)

Group Coaching

DAY 3
Commercial
Viability

Group Coaching

5–6 MONTHS
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PROJECT PRESENTATION
PREPARATION
( 4–6 WEEKS)
Virtual Group Coaching

Project
presentation

Apply &
Transform

Registration deadlines and selection process
Applicants will be assessed based on experience (minimum five years),
area of expertise, and comparative merit. Any late or incomplete
submissions will be automatically rejected.
Application Deadline: 11 August 2022
All applicants will be interviewed by a selection committee and notified of their application status
two weeks after the application deadline.

How to apply
To appy for this program, submit a formal application at:
https://kfas.formstack.com/forms/innovation_challenge_2022
For inquiries, please contact:
Enterprise Learning & Human Development
Innovation & Enterprise Directorate
KUWAIT FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
Email: training@kfas.org.kw
Tel: +965 22278185 or +965 22278100 Extension: 1882/1885
The cost of this unique training opportunity will be covered by KFAS. Qualifying companies will only be responsible for
their team’s travel expenses to attend the second module at London Business School in London, UK.
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At a glance
Founded in 1964, London Business School is one of the world’s elite business
schools. We shape business practice and transform careers across the globe.
Our academic strength drives original and provocative business thinking,
empowering our people to challenge conventional wisdom in a truly unique
academic environment.

4000+

#1

#2

Middle East alumni

world-ranking

(Poets&Quants)

in the UK

froom our custtomised
programmes

for overseas programmes
and international reach
(Custom ranking), 2020

best international
MBA programme
of the decade

for world-leading research
rating by REF

“Our vision is to have
a profound impact on the way
the world does business;
and the way that business
impacts the world”
François Ortalo-Magné
Dean of London Business School
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London Business School
Regent’s Park
London NW1 4SA
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)20 7000 7000
london.edu

london.edu

